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Small Tree Chooses XRackPro2 for NAB 2009
Published on 04/24/09
GizMac Accessories LLC, designer and manufacturer of a unique line of computer racks for
the noise reduction of rackmount electronic equipment, partners with Small Tree to reduce
noise of rack mount equipment used for networking and storage at their booth during the
National Association of Broadcasters 2009 show. Small Tree designs cost-effective
networking and shared storage products for professional video and audio editors.
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computer racks for the noise reduction of rackmount electronic equipment, partners with
Small Tree to reduce noise of rack mount equipment used for networking and storage at
their booth during the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) 2009 show.
Small Tree designs cost-effective networking and shared storage products for professional
video and audio editors. At NAB 2009, Small Tree will minimize noise from its new
GraniteSTOR ST-RAID by using the XRackPro2 rack at their booth (SL10210). The new STRAID
provides robust, consistent performance over Ethernet networks while offering optimal
cost-efficiency.
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racks reduce the noise of loud rackmount equipment in audio, video and film applications,
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XRackPro2 noise reducing rack product line is used in video and audio post production
editing, film and broadcast applications, 3-D and 2-D animation, graphics and any other
environment that needs noise reduction.
XRackPro:
http://www.xrackpro.com
Small Tree Communications:
http://www.small-tree.com
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provides a complete portfolio of Ethernet-based networking and storage solutions for Apple
M
high-performance computing and knows how to achieve the demanding application
requirements
of Mac customers. Small Tree also provides contracted programming services for the
Department of Defense. For more information about the company and its products, please
call 1-866-STC4MAC (1-866-782-4622).
GizMac Accessories LLC, headquartered and manufacturing in the United States, produces
innovative rack mount enclosure products. The GizMac team is dedicated to providing
creative solutions and full support for customers around the world.
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